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Abstract—Vulnerabilities caused by memory corruption related bugs are a pervasive threat, continually undermining
the security of the whole computing environment. The lack
of memory safety mechanisms in indispensable systems programming languages like C or C++ leaves plenty of room for
programmer-induced errors which often result in catastrophic
security breaches.
We analyze the root causes of these vulnerabilities, providing a
concise overview of memory corruption bugs and related attacks.
Although present in a number of programming languages, we use
the C/C++ programming language as a basis for our analyses.
We categorize existing defensive mechanisms based on the attack
techniques they focused on preventing and give a brief insight
into state-of-the-art defenses introduced throughout the years,
with a special focus on operating system defenses.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Despite being one of the most extensively studied problems
in computer security, memory corruption bugs still remain
among one of the most common attack vectors. According
to a recent ENISA technical report [1], four out of the top
ten most common software weaknesses and seven out of the
top ten critical software vulnerabilities are related to memory
corruption bugs. A majority of memory corruption bugs are
present in systems programming languages, mainly in C and
C++. This fact stems from the lack of builtin memory safety
validation mechanisms, as the design of these languages focused
on sacrificing safety for efficiency and speed. In practice,
entrusting the often gargantuan task of memory safety validation
to the programmer routinely produces bugs which are used for
mounting attacks on software.
This paper aims to provide an insight into the endless arms
race present in research of defense mechanisms against memory
corruption attacks along with a survey of the current state-of-the
art techniques.
II. M EMORY CORRUPTION VULNERABILITIES
Since the seminal work on subverting execution flow
via stack manipulation [2] (commonly referred to as stack
smashing), a whole new field of research has emerged,
leading to numerous discoveries on abusing, preventing and
mitigating memory corruption bugs. Despite the immense
research efforts in this field, vulnerabilities caused by memory
related bugs still plague modern software as attacks exploiting
these vulnerabilities continue to grow more sophisticated. We
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focus on enumerating vulnerabilities specific to the C/C++
programming language and the x86_64 ISA.
A. Memory safety violation
Memory safety violations are the most severe class of
vulnerabilities and have been extensively studied [3], [4].
Although intuitively understood, the term ”memory safety”
lacks a unified definition and is often not thoroughly defined
in research. A common approach in defining memory safety
takes safe program execution into consideration. A program is
deemed to be memory safe if no common, well known memory
errors can occur during its execution. Song et al. [4] provide
a more detailed definition of memory safety by defining the
intended referents of pointers. A program is then deemed to
be memory safe if, during its execution, all pointers point to
their intended referents while those referents are valid.
1) Temporal safety violation: Temporal safety violations
occur when a pointer to a memory block which is no longer
valid (dangling) is accessed. Accessing a dangling pointer
is commonly known as a use-after-free vulnerability. These
types of violations usually manifest themselves in the form
of a program crash, but in the presence of a malicious actor
who can reuse the freed object they can lead to arbitrary code
execution and data corruption.
2) Spatial safety violation: Spatial safety violations occur
when a program dereferences a pointer to an out-of-bounds
memory location. These type of memory corruption vulnerabilities are one the most studied and devastating type of
vulnerabilities which, if exploited properly, can provide the
attacker with arbitrary code execution. The most well-known
representative of these vulnerabilities is the notorious buffer
overflow vulnerability, which constitutes of writing to memory
beyond the intended buffer, both on the stack and the heap. It
is commonly caused by mismatches between the buffer size
and the size used when writing to the buffer, as depicted in
Listing 1.
static int nfs_readlink_reply(uchar *pkt, unsigned
len) {
struct rpc_t rpc_pkt;
[...]
memcpy((unsigned char *)&rpc_pkt, pkt, len);
[...]
}
Listing 1. A stack buffer overflow vulnerability found in CVE-2019-14204.
User provided packet data was copied without checking the provided length
parameter.
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B. Abuse of variadic functions
Variadic functions are functions which take an arbitrary
number of arguments. In C/C++, support for variadic functions
is provided by the compiler itself or manually implemented by
the programmer. Unfortunately, in the presence of unsanitized
user input, variadic functions can often be manipulated in a way
which leads to spatial memory violations, type mismatch errors
and undefined behaviour, depending on the implementation of
the vulnerable function. Moreover, since function arguments
are passed using the stack, malicious actors who are able to
manipulate the variadic functions can leak sensitive contents
from the stack which can be subsequently used to bypass
existing defenses [5].
C. Type confusion
Type confusion is a memory corruption bug found in
programming languages with lax type systems. It arises from
unsafe casting between polymorphic classes which can lead to
the virtual table pointer corruption, possibly leading to code
injection or spatial safety violation [6]. For instance, the C++
programming language provides several ways of performing
explicit type conversion [7], but only the dynamic_cast
conversion performs additional type checks, albeit constrained
to polymorphic classes only, and incurs additional run-time
overhead. Consequently, it is often abandoned in favor of the
static_cast conversion which is performed at compile
time. Unfortunately, this compile time check does not hold
during run-time where the observed type could deviate from
the underlying memory contents [6].

3) Compiler-induced vulnerabilities: Compiler optimizations can convert undefined behaviour bugs into full blown
vulnerabilities [8]. By assuming that the source code is always
free of undefined behaviour, compiler optimizations can omit
security checks. An example of this would be the compiler
optimizing away a part of code which checks whether a pointer
variable contains a NULL value [8].
int ParseWave64HeaderConfig (FILE *infile, char *
infilename, char *fourcc, WavpackContext *wpc,
WavpackConfig *config) {
[...]
WaveHeader WaveHeader;
[...]
if (!WaveHeader.NumChannels)
[...]
total_samples = (infilesize - DoGetFilePosition
(infile)) / WaveHeader.BlockAlign;
[...]
}
Listing 2. An abridged version of a vulnerability caused by the use of an
uninitialized variable, found in CVE-2019-1010319.

III. ATTACK TECHNIQUES
A. Code injection
Spatial and temporal memory safety violations can be
leveraged to inject and execute code into the memory space of
a process by hijacking the control flow [9]. Such attacks usually
exploit the buffer overflow vulnerability to inject malicious
code, often referred to as shellcode [9], into the stack or
heap, attempting to execute it. This class of attacks has been
largely curbed by defensive policies found in modern operating
systems.

D. Undefined behaviour

B. Code reuse
The C++ language standard defines undefined behaviour as
Rather than injecting new code into the process, code reuse
a ”behavior for which this International Standard imposes no attacks leverage spatial and temporal memory safety violations
requirements.” [7]. In such cases compiler designers assume to chain existing pieces of code, called gadgets, to achieve
that the programmer will not write code which exhibits such arbitrary code execution. The first known code reuse attack
behaviour, which allows them to generate more appropriate was published in 1997 under the name return-into-libc [9].
code for the target architecture [8]. Undefined behaviour It relies on specific C standard library functions and exploits
constructs are therefore subject to aggressive compiler op- vulnerable programs without code injection by rewriting the
timizations which often cause deviations from the expected return address to point to a specific C standard library function.
and reproduced program behaviour and in some cases lead to
1) Return Oriented Programming: Code reuse attacks soon
serious vulnerabilities.
proved to be much more dangerous when Krahmer [10] showed
1) Improper initialization of variables: Upon declaration that it was possible to omit function calls from code reuse
and before initialization, variables in C/C++ contain an inde- attacks, replacing them with short sequences of assembly code.
terminate value, as the compiler is not required to initialize Shortly after, Shacham [11] published his seminal work on
the variable to a default value [7]. Uninitialized variables often code reuse attacks, showing that code reuse attacks could
contain leftover and stale data from previously used memory, perform arbitrary computation on the x86 ISA by chaining
both on the heap and the stack. As shown in Listing 2, use of existing assembly code sequences. The technique was named
these variables can result in control flow violation, spatial and Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [11].
temporal safety violations and leakage of sensitive information.
Similar to code injection attacks, ROP relies on control2) Signed overflow: Integer overflows are caused by unsafe flow hijacking via manipulating return addresses found on the
conversion between signed and unsigned integer types. Moving stack, but differs in the way computation is achieved. After
a signed integer to an unsigned integer variable can cause finding an appropriate spatial memory safety violation, an
integer overflow and result in a huge value. Attackers can take attacker searches the executable file for gadgets and notes their
advantage of these vulnerabilities to violate spatial memory addresses. She can then form a payload which mimics a stack,
consisting of a series of return addresses pointing to previously
safety and mount attacks.
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found gadgets. After exploiting the vulnerability, the sequence
of gadgets is executed. It should be noted that the payload is
also responsible for overwriting the appropriate stack pointer
register to point to the payload. This is commonly referred to
as stack pivoting [9].
2) Data Oriented Programming: Spatial memory safety
violations can also be leveraged to corrupt local function
variables present on the stack. This type of attack is referred to
as a Data-oriented attack [12]. This class of attacks was recently
shown to be even more threatening as Hu et al.’s [13] seminal
work proved that data-oriented attacks can be used to construct
arbitrary programs. This novel technique, named Data Oriented
Programming (DOP), utilizes code gadgets in a fashion similar
to ROP attacks, with a key difference in the way computation is
achieved. DOP attacks rely on gadget-dispatchers, existing code
pieces which are used to chain separate gadgets in an arbitrary
sequence [13]. However, DOP gadgets are used to simulate
operations through executed instructions while preserving the
original execution flow, completely bypassing a widely used
defense against code-reuse attacks.
A vulnerable code snippet is shown in Listing 3,
where several stack variables are susceptible to malicious
manipulation via overflowing the adjacent buffer. The attacker
is thus able to use the while loop as a gadget-dispatcher,
chaining highlighted gadgets present in the loop body by
manipulating the value of variables used in conditional
branching statements as well as the value of operands in some
expressions.
int control_variable = <arbitrary value>;
short* tag; int* msg_seq_num;
char msg_buffer[BUFSIZE];
tag = &msg_buffer[TAG_OFFSET];
seq_num = &msg_buffer[SEQNUM_OFFSET];
while(control_variable--){
// buffer overflow
read(user_fd, msg_buffer, user_data_size);
if(*tag == 0){ // controllable condition
// controllable dereference
*tag = *msg_seq_num;
}
else{
// controllable addition
*tag = *msg_seq_num + control_variable;
}
}
Listing 3. A simplified example of a DOP attack.

IV. C URRENT STATE OF DEFENSES
A vast number of countermeasures aimed at thwarting
attacks caused by memory corruption vulnerabilities have been
implemented over the last two decades. Although a majority of
countermeasures incorporate multiple modifications of various
areas in the whole computing environment, we classify them
based on the attack techniques they focused on the most.
A. Countering specific attack techniques
Code injection attacks have been largely defeated with
lightweight mitigations. Stack canaries, a widely deployed and
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TABLE I
C LASSIFICATION OF EXISTING DEFENSE MECHANISMS
Defense mechanism

Code injection

ROP

DOP

WˆX/DEP
Stack canaries
Shadow stacks
ASLR
KASLR
CFI
Fine-grained code randomization
Statistical detection

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
7

7
G
X
G
G
X
X
X

7
7
7
7
7
7
X
X

X

Effective

7

Ineffective

G

Partial mitigation

successful mitigation against stack-based buffer overflows, have
been initially proposed by several researchers. The technique
verifies the integrity of the current stack frame by placing a
random value (known as a canary or cookie) before the return
address, checking its value in each function epilogue. This
technique has proven to be extremely effective and was applied
to various other mitigations. Unfortunately, stack canaries are
vulnerable to information leaks and brute-force attacks. Recent
research on canaries focused on leveraging novel hardware
features to strengthen canaries [14] and applying dynamic
polymorphism to existing schemes to thwart the aforementioned
attacks [15]. Shadow stacks, a mechanism which uses an
additional, protected stack to verify the integrity of return
addresses, have also been proposed in lieu of stack canaries
[3]. Another set of countermeasures focused on extending the
paging memory management model to ensure that all stack
and data pages are not simultaneously executable and writable.
Combined with stack canaries, they offer complete protection
against code injection attacks.
ROP attacks are an ever-present threat despite numerous
defense mechanisms hardening their execution. Address Space
Layout Randomization was among the first proposed countermeasures against code reuse attacks, focusing on thwarting
ROP attacks by removing deterministic placement of gadgets
through randomizing parts of a process’s memory layout. It
has seen widespread adoption and proved to be efficient in
hardening ROP attack execution. However, it is also a subject
of critique as existing implementations exhibit vulnerabilities
to memory disclosure and brute-force attacks due to insufficient
entropy [9].
An effective countermeasure which leverages execution-flow
deviations caused by code-reuse attacks was proposed in 2005.
by Abadi et al. [16]. Dubbed as Control Flow Integrity (CFI),
it aims to restrict the set of possible execution flow transfers to
precomputed, valid ones. A graph containing all valid changes
in control flow, the so called Control Flow Graph (CFG)
is computed before the target program is executed, and is
used at run-time to enforce valid execution flow transfers
through inlined checks before each execution flow transfer
[16]. However, due to the high computational overhead of
precise control-flow graph computing, initial implementations
of CFI defenses relied on coarse-grained graphs combined
with more lenient policies. Unfortunately, Carlini et al. [17]
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demonstrated that these defense schemes can be bypassed B. Operating system defense mechanisms
in a simple manner, introducing a variation of the ROP
All modern operating systems use a variety of hardwareparadigm named Call Oriented Programming. Recent research
assisted
mechanisms for enforcing a strict separation policy
in CFI defenses focused on improving security guarantees
to
prevent
malicious software from wreaking havoc on the
by improving previously used contextual information and
whole
system,
with the basic line of defense consisting
increasing performance by leveraging underlying hardware
of
appropriate
memory
management models and ring-based
features [18]. Moreover, recently announced hardware features
privilege
separation.
The
paging memory management model
such as Intel’s Control-Flow Enforcement or ARM’s Branch
has
proved
to
be
efficient
in enforcing separation while
Target Identification open new frontiers in research of hardwareproviding
flexible
integration
for other defense mechanisms
backed CFI systems.
[23].
A significant amount of research was also focused on
However, the advent of code injection attacks prompted
efficient run-time detection of ROP attacks, often relying on the development of new defensive policies which focused
information found in Hardware Performance Counter registers on modifying the memory management model. In 2003., the
present in recent CPUs. Early systems combined coarse- OpenBSD project introduced their novel WˆX policy [24] which
grained CFI with heuristics based on recent execution flow, thwarts code injection attacks by ensuring that no mapped
terminating the program if one of the several criteria for ROP- page is simultaneously marked as both executable and writable.
like behaviour was met. However, the execution flow history Shortly thereafter, Microsoft announced a similar, hardwareinspection approach was soon proved to be bypassable [17]. backed policy called Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [23].
Several researchers noted that ROP payloads introduce branch This policy took advantage of newly released changes in the
mispredictions for each gadget used in the payload, which, x86 page table entry layout which now included a designated
combined with several metrics regarding execution, paved the bit controlling the executable property of a page, known as the
way for systems which detect ROP attacks and payloads using NX bit [23].
statistical inference. A multitude of systems utilizing learningAlthough DEP/WˆX combined with stack integrity protection
based statistical methods for statically detecting ROP payloads mechanisms successfully prevents the majority of code injection
in files have also been proposed [19].
attacks, those defensive policies are completely circumvented
by code reuse attacks. Prompted by the threat from return-toDOP attacks are a new, rising threat which completely
libc attacks, a novel lightweight defense mechanism focused on
bypasses widely used defenses against code-reuse attacks.
virtual memory permutations was introduced in 2001. by the
Although this technique was only recently introduced, it quickly
PaX project [25]. Named Address Space Layout Randomization
sparked research interest, resulting in many novel applications
(ASLR), it randomizes the virtual memory layout of a process,
and defenses. Although widespread defenses like CFI are
usually at its creation. Since code reuse attacks rely on
largely bypassed by this class of attacks, existing fine-grained
jumping to specific addresses inferred from executable files,
randomization schemes such as Data Space Randomization
introducing non-deterministic placement of code in memory
(DSR) can curb execution of such attacks [5]. Rajasekaran et
significantly complicates attack execution, theoretically leaving
al. [5] revitalized and upgraded the idea behind DSR, showing
brute-force gadget address guessing as the only possible
that its existing design is easily bypassed, and proposed a
option. Implementations of ASLR differ between operating
novel data rerandomization scheme which supports continuous
systems, ranging from randomizing base offsets of all process
and on-demand randomization of data present in a process,
areas to complete system-wide randomization of offsets and
thwarting existing DOP attacks [5]. Following the notion of
placement for all major components, from the kernel to all
thwarting DOP attacks through data randomization, Aga et
process elements. However, the rise of ROP techniques soon
al. [20] proposed Smokestack, a system which randomizes the
showed that a partial application of ASLR offers no security
stack layout of functions upon calling them at run-time, with
guarantees as every non-randomized component increases the
an acceptable overhead.
attack surface. Moreover, even a full application of ASLR
Several run-time detection systems have also been proposed. can be circumvented by disclosure of memory via information
Following a previously well established notion of inspecting leak vulnerabilities as leaked memory contents may provide
micro-architectural state, Cheng et al. [21] proposed a system enough information to completely derandomize parts or the
which leverages statistical inference to perform lightweight whole memory layout of a process [25].
monitoring by detecting anomalies in control flow transfers.
ASLR has proven to be a fruitful research topic yielding a
Xiao et al. [22] evaluated the threat posed by DOP attacks multitude of attacks on specific implementations, designed to
in the context of operating system kernels and proposed a completely bypass all ASLR security properties, ranging from
monitoring system which ensures integrity of kernel data. They information leak vulnerabilities to side-channel attacks [25].
took the approach of splitting all kernel data into four categories Consequently, a significant amount of existing research was
depending on the frequency of their modification, using them also focused on hardening ASLR by mitigating information
to monitor and share data with peers in order to detect possible leaks, usually focusing on increasing randomization entropy
anomalies [22].
to invalidate potential leaks in a timely manner [26], [27].
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Chen et al. [26] introduced a system which aims to raise
Defenses for code executing in kernel memory space have
randomization entropy by performing compiler assisted on- also been proposed. Gens et al. [32] have noted that crucial
demand run-time re-randomization of executable code. They parts of an operating system kernel are subject to data-oriented
tackled the preservation of code validity through intra-function attacks, demonstrating an attack which corrupts page table
randomization of basic assembly code blocks, which augmented entries in a hardened Linux kernel. As a countermeasure to this
performance while preserving added security benefits [26]. specific attack, they presented PT-Rand, a defense mechanism
Williams-King et al. further developed run-time rerandom- which utilizes randomization to protect all pages used as page
ization by introducing a defense technique which leverages tables, converting physical addresses to virtual ones at run-time
continuous rerandomization of code locations, requiring no [32].
modifications to the computing environment [27]. Research in
C. Secure memory allocation
fine-grained randomization also yielded a number of proposed
V. C ONCLUSION
defenses which randomize process data. In addition to making
exploitation of memory vulnerabilities harder, some proposed
Despite a great number of efficient and effective defenses
systems offer invaluable detection of memory corruption bugs against memory corruption vulnerabilities developed in recent
during development [4].
decades, attacks abusing these vulnerabilities are still a perOver the course of the last two decades, ASLR had a number sistent threat. The life cycle of introduced countermeasures
of novel applications on existing systems. Although originally can be brief. Once subjected to thorough analysis or when
intended for userspace components, Microsoft introduced faced with a new attack paradigm, novel defense mechanism
Kernel Address Space Layout Randomization (KASLR) in 2007. can be completely invalidated. This hectic pace combined with
, adding a significant hurdle for kernel exploitation. However, a narrow focus on thwarting very specific attacks can hinder
KASLR is often criticized its ineffectiveness in thwarting adoption of defense mechanisms in existing systems. In extreme
attacks along with insufficient entropy, and was broken several cases, even applied defense mechanisms can be inadvertently
times through cache attacks, side channel attacks and abuse of disabled by other actors in the computing environment [33].
underlying CPU features. Nonetheless, recent research in this All-encompassing defenses such as DEP have stood the test
area suggests that fixing KASLR through improving software- of time and have become a security standard, demonstrating
based isolation is possible and viable [28].
that mechanisms focused on the foundations of the computing
An additional approach for increasing kernel entropy was environment can significantly improve systems security.
proposed and implemented by the OpenBSD project in 2017.
With the recent emergence of the DOP attack paradigm,
Instead of randomizing base offsets for kernel code, their existing defense mechanisms are being re-evaluated and new
kernel address randomized link (KARL) technique randomizes ones proposed in their stead. In spite of existing research
all objects which are linked into the kernel binary at boot, efforts, crucial components of the computing environment such
resulting in a unique kernel layout every time the operating as operating system kernels are still subject to these novel
system is booted [29].
attacks, undermining existing security guarantees.
Privilege separation plays a key role in defending against
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